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(57) A communication system, a method for control-
ling service quality, a control apparatus, and a commu-
nication apparatus are provided that enable flexible pack-
et forward processing control based on service quality
information. A communication system in which a logical
path is established over a network to perform communi-
cation includes: a control apparatus (50) that retains a

policy indicating an association between a logical path
(30) and service quality information (QoS); and a com-
munication apparatus (10/20) that provides a packet with
the service quality information (QoS) corresponding to
the logical path (30) to which the packet belongs, in ac-
cordance with a control message sent from the control
apparatus (50).
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a communica-
tion system in which communication apparatuses per-
form communications through logical paths and, more
particularly, to a method and an apparatus for controlling
service quality, as well as a communication apparatus
that establishes a logical path, and a control method for
the communication apparatus.

[Background Art]

[0002] In current radio communication systems, a ra-
dio terminal connects to a radio base station and access-
es the Internet via a core network. The radio terminal
performs packet communication through a communica-
tion path (i.e., a bearer) established between an appa-
ratus (e.g., a gateway apparatus) provided in the core
network and the radio base station.
[0003] The radio base station and the gateway appa-
ratus build a tunnel by encapsulating packets in order to
provide the bearer. In this event, QoS (Quality of Service)
information is stored in the outer header of a packet,
whereby each communication apparatus in the commu-
nication system can perform packet forward control (pri-
ority control or the like) based on the QoS information.
Hereinafter, a specific description will be given by illus-
trating EPS (Evolved Packet System) using E-UTRAN
(Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network)
as disclosed in NPL 1.
[0004] Referring to FIG. 1, a UE (User Equipment: ra-
dio terminal) can perform communication through a log-
ical path or logical channel (higher-level logical path) re-
ferred to as EPS bearer, which is created between the
UE and a PDN GW (Packet Data Network Gateway).
This EPS bearer is configured in such a manner that log-
ical paths or logical channels (lower-level logical paths)
terminated between the UE and an eNodeB (radio base
station), between the eNodeB and a Serving GW, and
between the Serving GW and the PDN GW, respectively,
are concatenated by mapping. Here, the lower-level log-
ical path between the UE and the eNodeB is referred to
as radio channel, and the lower-level logical paths be-
tween the eNodeB and the Serving GW and between the
Serving GW and the PDN GW are referred to as GTP
(GRPS Tunneling Protocol) tunnel, as shown in FIG. 1.
[0005] Moreover, QoS information is associated with
the EPS bearer. When forwarding packets through a GTP
tunnel, each of the eNodeB, Serving GW, and PDN GW
embeds QoS information in the outer header of a packet
for the GTP tunnel, based on the QoS information asso-
ciated with the EPS bearer. The eNodeB, Serving GW,
and PDN GW perform packet forward processing (such
as priority control) based on the QoS information.

[Citation List]

[Non-patent Literature]

[NPL 1]

[0006]  3GPP TR 23.401 V12.0.0 "General Packet Ra-
dio Service (GPRS) enhancements for Evolved Univer-
sal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) ac-
cess", [retrieved on May 20, 2013] Internet <ht-
tp://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-info/23401.htm>

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0007] However, QoS information to be embedded in
the outer header based on the QoS information associ-
ated with the EPS bearer is one that was set at the time
of system construction and cannot be changed. Accord-
ingly, there has been a problem that flexible control based
on QoS information cannot be performed in communica-
tion systems. For example, access apparatuses, such
as the eNodeB, and gateway apparatuses, such as the
Serving GW and PDN GW, cannot dynamically
change/update QoS information to be embedded in the
outer header for a GTP tunnel and therefore cannot per-
form flexible packet forward processing control depend-
ing on circumstances.
[0008] Accordingly, an object of the present invention
is to provide a communication system, a method and an
apparatus for controlling service quality, and a commu-
nication apparatus that enable flexible packet forward
processing control based on service quality information.

[Solution to Problem]

[0009] A communication system according to the
present invention is a communication system which es-
tablishes a logical path over a network to perform com-
munication, characterized by comprising: a control ap-
paratus that retains a policy indicating an association be-
tween the logical path and service quality information;
and a communication apparatus that provide a packet
with the service quality information corresponding to the
logical path to which the packet belongs in accordance
with a control message sent from the control apparatus.
[0010] A control apparatus according to the present
invention is a control apparatus in a communication sys-
tem in which a logical path is established over a network
to perform communication, characterized by comprising:
storage means that retains a policy indicating an asso-
ciation between the logical path and service quality in-
formation; and control means that sends a control mes-
sage to a communication apparatus that establishes the
logical path, wherein the control message instructs the
communication apparatus to provide a packet with the
service quality information corresponding to the logical
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path to which the packet belongs in accordance with the
policy.
[0011] A method for controlling service quality accord-
ing to the present invention is a method for controlling
service quality in a communication system in which a
logical path is established over a network to perform com-
munication, characterized by comprising: retaining a pol-
icy indicating an association between the logical path and
service quality information; and sending a control mes-
sage to a communication apparatus that establishes the
logical path, wherein the control message instructs the
communication apparatus to provide a packet with the
service quality information corresponding to the logical
path to which the packet belongs in accordance with the
policy.
[0012] A communication apparatus according to the
present invention is a communication apparatus in a
communication system in which a logical path is estab-
lished over a network to perform communication, char-
acterized by comprising: first means that receives a con-
trol message from a control apparatus that retains a pol-
icy indicating an association between the logical path and
service quality information; and second means that pro-
vides a packet with the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path to which the packet belongs
in accordance with the control message.
[0013] A control method for a communication appara-
tus according to the present invention is a control method
for a communication apparatus in a communication sys-
tem in which a logical path is established over a network
to perform communication, characterized by comprising:
receiving a control message from a control apparatus
that retains a policy indicating an association between
the logical path and service quality information; and pro-
viding a packet with the service quality information cor-
responding to the logical path to which the packet belongs
in accordance with the control message.
[0014] A control apparatus according to the present
invention is a control apparatus in a communication sys-
tem in which a logical path is established over a network
to perform communication, characterized by comprising:
storage means that retains a policy indicating an asso-
ciation between the logical path and service quality in-
formation; and control means that sends a control mes-
sage to a node that processes a packet forwarded from
a communication apparatus that establishes the logical
path, wherein the control message instructs the commu-
nication apparatus to provide a packet with the service
quality information corresponding to the logical path to
which the packet belongs in accordance with the policy.
[0015] A communication node according to the present
invention is a communication node in a communication
system in which a logical path is established over a net-
work to perform communication, characterized by com-
prising: first means that receives a control message from
a control apparatus that retains a policy indicating an
association between the logical path and service quality
information; and second means that provides a packet

forwarded from a communication apparatus that estab-
lishes the logical path with the service quality information
corresponding to the logical path to which the packet be-
longs in accordance with the control message.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0016] According to the present invention, a control ap-
paratus manages, in a changeable manner, control pol-
icies for a communication apparatus to provide service
quality information corresponding to an attribute of a log-
ical path to the additional header information of a packet
to be forwarded, whereby it is possible to perform flexible
control based on service quality information.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0017]

[FIG. 1]
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system for de-
scribing the configurations of a logical path based
on NPL 1.
[FIG. 2]
FIG. 2 is a schematic architecture diagram of a com-
munication system according to a first exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 3]
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the schematic
configuration of a communication apparatus accord-
ing to the first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[FIG. 4]
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the schematic
configuration of a control apparatus according to the
first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 5]
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing a first exam-
ple of control policy (management information)
change in a service quality control method according
to the first exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[FIG. 6]
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram showing a second
example of control policy (management information)
change in the service quality control method accord-
ing to the first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[FIG. 7]
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram showing a third ex-
ample of control policy (management information)
change in the service quality control method accord-
ing to the first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[FIG. 8]
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram showing a fourth ex-
ample of control policy (management information)
change in the service quality control method accord-
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ing to the first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[FIG. 9]
FIG. 9 is a sequence diagram showing an example
of service quality control operations in the commu-
nication system according to the first exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 10]
FIG. 10 is a schematic architecture diagram of a com-
munication system according to a second exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 11]
FIG. 11 is a sequence diagram showing an example
of service quality control operations in the commu-
nication system according to the second exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 12]
FIG. 12 is a schematic architecture diagram of a com-
munication system according to a third exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 13]
FIG. 13 is a diagram schematically showing a table
included in a packet forward section according to the
third exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[FIG. 14]
FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing the schematic
configuration of a control apparatus according to the
third exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[FIG. 15]
FIG. 15 is a schematic configuration diagram of a
logical path management section according to the
third exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[FIG. 16]
FIG. 16 is a diagram schematically showing informa-
tion before a change is made in first management
information, which is managed by the control appa-
ratus according to the third exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[FIG. 17]
FIG. 17 is a diagram schematically showing informa-
tion before a change is made in second management
information, which is managed by the control appa-
ratus according to the third exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[FIG. 18]
FIG. 18 is a diagram schematically showing informa-
tion before a change is made in third management
information, which is managed by the control appa-
ratus according to the third exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[FIG. 19]
FIG. 19 is a diagram schematically showing an ex-
ample of the configurations of logical paths based
on management information before a change is
made in control policies, which are managed by the

control apparatus according to the third exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 20]
FIG. 20 is a sequence diagram for describing a trig-
ger to change a control policy managed by the control
apparatus according to the third exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention.
[FIG. 21]
FIG. 21 is a diagram schematically showing informa-
tion after a change is made in the first management
information, which is managed by the control appa-
ratus according to the third exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[FIG. 22]
FIG. 22 is a diagram schematically showing informa-
tion after a change is made in the second manage-
ment information, which is managed by the control
apparatus according to the third exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention.
[FIG. 23]
FIG. 23 is a diagram schematically showing informa-
tion after a change is made in the third management
information, which is managed by the control appa-
ratus according to the third exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[FIG. 24]
FIG. 24 is a diagram schematically showing an ex-
ample of the configurations of logical paths based
on management information after a change is made
in the control policies, which are managed by the
control apparatus according to the third exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 25]
FIG. 25 is a schematic architecture diagram of a com-
munication system according to a fourth exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 26]
FIG. 26 is a diagram showing an example of opera-
tions according to the fourth exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[FIG. 27]
FIG. 27 is a schematic architecture diagram of a com-
munication system according to the fourth exempla-
ry embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 28]
FIG. 28 is a schematic block diagram showing the
more detailed architecture of a communication sys-
tem (EPS) according to a first example of the present
invention.
[FIG. 29]
FIG. 29 is a schematic block diagram showing the
more detailed architecture of a communication sys-
tem (GPRS) according to a second example of the
present invention.
[FIG. 30]
FIG. 30 is a schematic block diagram showing the
more detailed architecture of a communication sys-
tem (3GPP2 cdma 1X/EVDO) according to a third
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example of the present invention.
[FIG. 31]
FIG. 31 is a schematic block diagram showing the
more detailed architecture of a communication sys-
tem (WiMAX) according to a fourth example of the
present invention.
[FIG. 32]
FIG. 32 is a diagram showing correspondences be-
tween communication nodes in the communication
system according to the third exemplary embodi-
ment shown in FIG. 12 and communication nodes in
the communication systems according to the first to
fourth examples.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0018] According to exemplary embodiments of the
present invention, a control apparatus changes a control
policy for a communication apparatus to provide service
quality information corresponding to a logical path to the
additional header information of a packet (the outer head-
er of a packet) to be forwarded, whereby it is possible to
realize flexible packet forward processing control based
on service quality information. Hereinafter, exemplary
embodiments and examples of the present invention will
be described in detail with reference to drawings.

1. First exemplary embodiment

1.1) System architecture

[0019] Referring to FIG. 2, a communication system
according to a first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention includes communication apparatuses 10 and
20, a logical path 30 created between these communi-
cation apparatuses, and a control apparatus 50 for con-
trolling each communication apparatus. It is assumed
that radio communication equipment such as a mobile
terminal can communicate with an external network 40
via the communication apparatuses 10 and 20 in which
the communication apparatus 20 functions as a gateway
apparatus.
[0020] The communication apparatuses 10 and 20
each have a function of creating the logical path 30 (bear-
er) in accordance with their respective control policies,
and the QoS information-related control policies of each
communication apparatus are managed in a changeable
manner by the control apparatus 50. Moreover, the com-
munication apparatuses 10 and 20 each also have a func-
tion of terminating the logical path 30. The logical path
30 is defined by attributes such as the addresses of nodes
on a packet forwarding path, a QoS parameter (capacity,
error characteristic, delay, or the like), and information
for identifying an IP flow to be forwarded.
[0021] The control apparatus 50 manages an associ-
ation between the logical path 30 identified by the above-
mentioned attributes and QoS information. A control pol-
icy is information indicating such an association between

the logical path 30 and QoS information. Specifically, a
control policy indicates, for example, an association be-
tween the attribute (e.g., QoS parameter "QCI (QoS
Class Identifier)") of the logical path 30 and QoS infor-
mation (e.g., "DSCP (Differentiated Services Code
Point)") corresponding to that attribute.
[0022] The communication apparatuses 10 and 20 re-
fer to information included in a packet (e.g., Layer 3/Layer
4 information in the OSI reference model, such as an IP
address and a port number) to identify the logical path
30 to which the packet belongs and thereby can identify
the attribute of the identified logical path 30. For example,
the communication apparatuses 10 and 20 identify, from
information included in a packet, that this packet belongs
to the logical path 30 for video streaming, and thereby
can identify the attribute (e.g., a QCI value for video
streaming) of this logical path 30. The communication
apparatuses 10 and 20 refer to the respective control
policies to identify QoS information (e.g., "DSCP") asso-
ciated with the identified logical path 30. Thus, the QoS
information associated with the logical path 30 to which
the packet belongs is given to this packet. Specifically,
the communication apparatuses give QoS information
according to the respective control policies to additional
header information of the packet. Here, QoS information
indicating the attribute of the logical path 30 is, for exam-
ple, a QCI value. Moreover, QoS information associated
with the attribute (QCI value) is, for example, a DSCP
value.
[0023] Referring to FIG. 3, the communication appa-
ratus 10/20 includes a storage section 11 that stores a
control policy, a control section 12 that controls opera-
tions of the communication apparatus, and a message
processing section 13 that receives messages notified
from the control apparatus 50. However, FIG. 3 only
shows the functions relevant to the present exemplary
embodiment and omits other functions. The control sec-
tion 12 gives QoS information to the outer header of a
packet in accordance with the control policy stored in the
storage section 11, whereby QoS information according
to the control policy can be given to the logical path 30.
The message processing section 13 can make a change
in the control policy stored in the storage section 11 in
accordance with a control message received from the
control apparatus 50. Moreover, the message process-
ing section 13 may instruct the control section 12 to give
QoS information to a packet in accordance with a control
message received from the control apparatus 50. A spe-
cific example of changing a QoS information-related con-
trol policy will be described later. Note that the functions
of the control section 12 and message processing section
13 can also be implemented by executing programs
stored in a memory (not shown) on a computer.
[0024] Referring to FIG. 4, the control apparatus 50
includes a management information storage section 51
that stores management information including the at-
tributes of logical paths over a managed network and
QoS information, which are associated with each other,
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a control policy management section 52 that controls
control policy change for the communication apparatus-
es, a control section 53 that controls operations of the
control apparatus 50, and a communication section 54
that performs communication with each communication
apparatus. However, FIG. 4 only shows the functions rel-
evant to the present exemplary embodiment and omits
other functions. The control policy management section
52 manages the control policy of each communication
apparatus by using the management information stored
in the management information storage section 51, and
can generate and send a control message to the com-
munication apparatuses on the logical path via the com-
munication section 54. Control messages are used to
instruct the communication apparatuses 10 and 20 to
change the control policy and to give QoS information to
a packet in accordance with the control policy. Note that
the functions of the control policy management section
52 and control section 53 can also be implemented by
executing programs stored in a memory (not shown) on
a computer.

1.2) Control policy change

<First example>

[0025] In an example shown in FIG. 5, QCI values are
used as the attribute of the logical path 30 and DSCP
values are used as QoS information to be given to addi-
tional header information of a packet. Here, in the control
policy before a change is made, bandwidth-guarantee
types of QCI = 1 to 4 are associated with EF (Expedited
Forwarding), and non-bandwidth-guarantee types of QCI
= 5 to 9 are associated with best effort (BE). In the control
policy after a change is made, both QCI = 1 to 4 and QCI
= 5 to 9 are associated with EF. Accordingly, in this ex-
ample, a logical path of QCI = 5 initially transmits packets
in which a DSCP value corresponding to BE is given as
QoS information into additional header information but,
after a change has been made in the control policy, trans-
mits packets in which a DSCP value corresponding to
EF is given to additional header information, whereby it
is possible for the communication apparatuses to perform
control with priorities changed.
[0026] Note that the control policy change shown in
FIG. 5 is an example, and the associations between log-
ical path attributes and QoS information to be given to
the additional header can be changed at a desired level
of granularity. Moreover, a change in the associations
shown in FIG. 5 may be made conditionally. For example,
a condition "QCI = 1 and a predetermined destination
address" is given, and a DSCP value is changed when
this condition is met.

<Second example>

[0027] In an example shown in FIG. 6, similarly to FIG.
5, QCI values and DSCP values are used for attributes

of the logical path 30 and for QoS information to be given
to the additional header information of a packet, respec-
tively. Here, the control policy before a change is made
is similar to that of FIG. 5, but in the control policy after
a change has been made, part of the logical path 30 (only
the logical path 30 corresponding to QCI =5 in the exam-
ple of FIG. 5) is associated with EF and the other QCIs
remain as before a change is made. A change is made
in the associations between logical path attributes and
QoS information to be given to the additional header as
described above, whereby it is possible for the commu-
nication apparatuses to perform control with priorities
changed.

<Third example>

[0028] As another example of control policy change, it
is also possible to change an operation rule based on
agreement/disagreement with a criterion. Hereinafter, a
description will be given of a case of changing an oper-
ation rule, using QoS information associations similar to
those of the above-described examples of change.
[0029] In an example shown in FIG. 7, a control policy
includes criteria for identifying the logical path 30 and
operation rules matching the criteria. In the example
shown in FIG. 7, a control policy indicates that for a packet
that agrees with an identification criterion, QoS informa-
tion (e.g., DSCP) corresponding to the attribute (e.g.,
QCI) of the logical path 30 that agrees with the identifi-
cation criterion is to be given to the additional header of
the packet. Here, the control policy before a change is
made indicates that a DSCP value of EF (Expedited For-
warding) shall be given to the additional header of a pack-
et belonging to the logical path 30 that is identified with
the criterion of destination address "A" and port number
"a", and that a DSCP value of best effort (BE) shall be
given to the additional header of a packet belonging to
the logical path 30 that is identified with the criterion of
destination address "B" and port number "b". The control
policy after a change is made indicates that a DSCP value
of EF shall be given to both a packet of destination ad-
dress "A" and port number "a" and a packet of destination
address "B" and port number "b". As in this example,
based on the criteria for identifying the logical path 30, a
change is made in the operation rules based on agree-
ment/disagreement with each criterion, whereby it is pos-
sible for the communication apparatuses to perform con-
trol with priorities changed, as in the above-described
first example of change.
[0030] Note that in the third example shown in FIG. 7,
each communication apparatus operates in accordance
with criterion-operation rule sets, which are set by the
control apparatus 50, and accordingly, the third example
can also be implemented in any system where a control-
ler sets a criterion and an operation rule, such as, for
example, an OpenFlow system, I2RS (Interface to the
Routing System), or ForCES (Forwarding and Control
Element Separation). Hereinafter, an example will be de-
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scribed in which the control apparatus 50 is configured
based on OpenFlow system.
[0031] The control policy management section 52 of
the control apparatus 50 manages, for each QCI, asso-
ciated QoS information, for example, as in the example
of FIG. 5. The control policy management section 52 gen-
erates control policies as illustrated in FIG. 7, based on
the associations between QCIs and QoS information.
The control policy management section 52 generates cri-
teria for identifying the logical path 30 corresponding to
the QCIs. In the example of FIG. 7, the control policy
management section 52 generates criteria for identifying
the logical path 30, based on the destination address and
the port number of a packet. However, a method for gen-
erating criteria is not limited to the example of FIG. 7. For
example, the control policy management section 52 can
generate criteria by using L3/L4 layer information of the
OSI reference model.
[0032] The control policy management section 52 gen-
erates operation rules each indicating that QoS informa-
tion associated with a QCI corresponding to a generated
criterion is to be given to the additional header of a packet.
[0033] The control policy management section 52 can
make a change in the control policy by changing a crite-
rion or an operation rule. The changed control policies
are notified respectively to the communication appara-
tuses 10 and 20.
[0034] In a case where the control apparatus 50 is con-
figured based on OpenFlow system, for example, the
communication apparatuses 10 and 20 each have a func-
tion of processing a packet based on the control policies
(including criteria and operation rules) generated by the
control apparatus 50. This function is, for example, a
switch function that can support the OpenFlow protocol.
The switch function is, for example, a virtual switch con-
figured by software.

<Fourth example>

[0035] In some cases, a change may be made in con-
trol policy in consideration of an additional criterion based
on other information than QCI. For example, as in an
example of FIG. 8, the control apparatus 50 may refer to
a QCI value and a destination address to change a control
policy. In the example of FIG. 8, the control apparatus
50 changes the DSCP of a bearer of destination address
"B", among bearers of QCI value "5", from "BE" to "EF".
A change is made in control policy as in the example of
FIG. 8, whereby it is possible to achieve finer QoS control
than QoS control based on QCI values. Note that al-
though FIG. 8 shows an example in which an additional
criterion is a destination address, it is also possible to
change a control policy, based on other information than
a destination address. For example, a control policy may
be changed based on a source address, a port number
for a communication, or the like. Provision of the example
of FIG. 8 makes it possible that the control apparatus 50
associates multiple pieces of QoS information with a QCI

value (i.e., a logical path attribute).

1.3) System operations

[0036] A description will be given of an example of op-
erations in a case where radio communication equipment
such as a mobile terminal communicates with the exter-
nal network 40 via the communication apparatuses 10
and 20, with reference to FIG. 9. Referring to FIG. 9, the
control section 12 of the communication apparatus 10
gives QoS information to a predetermined field of the
additional header of a packet to be transmitted, in ac-
cordance with the control policy stored in the storage
section 11 (Operation S21) and sends this packet to the
communication apparatus 20 through the logical path 30.
The control section 12 of the communication apparatus
20, when receiving the packet through the logical path
30, sends the packet to the external network 40 in ac-
cordance with a predetermined gateway function. On the
other hand, when receiving a packet from the external
network 40, the control section 12 of the communication
apparatus 20 gives QoS information to the predeter-
mined field of the additional header of the received packet
in accordance with the control policy stored in the storage
section 11 (Operation S22) and sends this packet to the
communication apparatus 10 through the logical path 30.
[0037] The control policy management section 52 of
the control apparatus 50, when making a change in the
control policy, generates a control policy change mes-
sage by using the management information in the man-
agement information storage section 51 and sends it to
the communication apparatuses 10 and 20 (Operation
S23).
[0038] When receiving the control policy change mes-
sage, the control section 12 of each of the communication
apparatuses 10 and 20 makes a change in the control
policy stored in the storage section 11 and then, in ac-
cordance with the changed control policies, gives QoS
information to the predetermined field of the additional
header of a packet to be transmitted (Operation S24) and
sends the packet to the communication apparatus 20.
The control section 12 of the communication apparatus
20, when receiving a packet from the external network
40, gives QoS information to the predetermined field of
the additional header of the received packet in accord-
ance with the changed control policy stored in the storage
section 11 (Operation S25) and sends this packet to the
communication section 10 through the logical path 30.

1.4) Effects

[0039] As described above, according to the first ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention, since the
control apparatus 50 manages the control policies of the
communication apparatuses 10 and 20 in a changeable
manner, each communication apparatus can give QoS
information associated with the logical path 30 to addi-
tional header information of a packet in accordance with
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the control policy after a change is made. Accordingly,
the communication apparatuses can accomplish flexible
packet forward processing control such as priority control
based on QoS information.

2. Second exemplary embodiment

2.1) System architecture

[0040] Referring to FIG. 10, in a communication sys-
tem according to a second exemplary embodiment of the
present invention, a radio terminal 10a can access an
external network 40 through a higher-level logical path
30 (bearer), which is created across an access system
and a core system. The radio terminal 10a is capable of
wirelessly communicating with a radio base station 10b
in the access system through a lower-level logical path
30a (radio channel). Moreover, a lower-level logical path
30b is created between the radio base station 10b and
an access GW (gateway apparatus) 20a in accordance
with control policies, and a lower-level logical path 30c
is created between the access GW 20a and a mobile
anchor GW 20b in accordance with control policies. The
higher-level logical path 30 is formed of the lower-level
logical paths 30a, 30b and 30c created between the radio
terminal 10a and the mobile anchor GW 20b, whereby
the radio terminal 10a can communicate with the external
network 40.
[0041] According to the present exemplary embodi-
ment, at least the lower-level logical paths 30b and 30c
are each created by giving QoS information correspond-
ing to the attribute of the higher-level logical path 30 to
the additional header of a packet in accordance with the
control policies. Accordingly, it is possible to change QoS
information to be given to the additional header of a pack-
et by using a control message from the control apparatus
50.
[0042] Each of the radio base station 10b, access GW
20a, and mobile anchor GW 20b has functions basically
similar to those of the communication apparatus shown
in FIG. 3, and the control apparatus 50 similarly has the
functions shown in FIG. 4. Accordingly, a description
thereof will be omitted. Moreover, a change can be made
in the respective control policies of the radio base station
10b, access GW 20a, and mobile anchor GW 20b by
using a QoS information-related control message from
the control apparatus 50, and control policy change con-
trol is also similar to that of the above-described first ex-
emplary embodiment. Accordingly, a description thereof
will be omitted.

2.2) Operations

[0043] Next, operations in the communication system
shown in FIG. 10 will be described with reference to FIG.
11. However, operations similar to those of the sequence
shown in FIG. 9 are given the same reference signs, and
a description will be simplified.

[0044] Referring to FIG. 11, the control apparatus 50,
when making a change in the control policies, generates
a control policy change message by using the manage-
ment information in the management information storage
section 51 and sends it to each of the radio base station
10b, access GW 20a, and mobile anchor GW 20b (Op-
eration S23).
[0045] The radio base station 10b, when receiving the
control policy change message, changes the control pol-
icy stored in the storage section 11 and then gives QoS
information according to the changed control policy to
the additional header of a packet received from the radio
terminal 10a (Operation S24a) and sends it to the access
GW 20a through the lower-level logical path 30b. The
access GW 20a also similarly changes the control policy
stored in the storage section 11, gives QoS information
according to the changed control policies to the additional
header of the packet received from the radio base station
10b (Operation S24b) and sends it to the mobile anchor
GW 20b through the lower-level logical path 30c.
[0046] When receiving a packet from the external net-
work 40, the mobile anchor GW 20b gives QoS informa-
tion to a predetermined field of the additional header of
the received packet in accordance with the changed con-
trol policies stored in the storage section 11 (Operation
S25a) and sends this packet to the access GW 20a
through the logical path 30c. The access GW 20a also
similarly gives QoS information to the predetermined field
of the additional header of the received packet in accord-
ance with the changed control policy stored in the storage
section 11 (Operation S25b) and sends this packet to the
radio base station 10b through the logical path 30b. Thus,
the radio terminal 10a can receive from the radio base
station 10b the packet from the external network 40
through the radio channel 30a.

2.3) Effects

[0047] As described above, according to the second
exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the ra-
dio base station 10b, access GW 20a, and mobile anchor
GW 20b, when forwarding a packet through the lower-
level logical paths, can give QoS information associated
with the higher-level logical path to the additional header
information of the packet in accordance with the respec-
tive control policies managed by the control apparatus
50. Accordingly, the radio base station 10b, access GW
20a, and mobile anchor GW 20b can accomplish flexible
packet forward processing (such as priority control)
based on QoS information.

3. Third exemplary embodiment

3.1) System architecture

[0048] Referring to FIG. 12, it is assumed that a com-
munication system according to a third exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention includes a communi-
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cation system 1, an Internet 40 as an external network,
and communication terminals 41 to 44, wherein the com-
munication system 1 includes a mobile system 100, a
backhaul network 200, and a control apparatus 50. The
control apparatus 50 has functionality similar to that of
the control apparatus 50 in the above-described first and
second exemplary embodiments and therefore is given
the same reference sign. However, the functional con-
figuration inside the control apparatus 50 will be de-
scribed more specifically by using FIG. 14.
[0049] The mobile system 100 includes an access sys-
tem 101 and a core system 110. The access system 101
is a radio access network that provides communication
terminals with connectivity to the communication system
1 by using a radio access scheme, and is assumed to
include an access function management section 102 and
access function sections 103 to 106. The access function
management section 102 is an apparatus that manages
access functions and performs monitoring of the states
of the access functions such as alive monitoring, collec-
tion of various statistical information, and the like, in ad-
dition to making various settings on the access functions,
including center frequency, radio wave strength, cell in-
formation, and the like. The access function sections 103
to 106 are radio access apparatuses that provide com-
munication terminals with connectivity to the communi-
cation system 1 by using the radio access scheme. Note
that the access function sections 103 to 106 correspond
to eNBs in LTE (Long Term Evolution) system.
[0050] The core system 110 is a core network that pro-
vides a communication terminal having accessed the
communication system 1 via the access system 101 with
connectivity to the Internet 40, and includes a core func-
tion management section 111, an access GW 112 having
access gateway functionality (C-plane), an access GW
113 having access gateway functionality (U-plane), and
a mobile anchor function section 114.
[0051] The core function management section 111 is
an apparatus that manages the apparatuses within the
core system 110 and performs monitoring of their states
such as alive monitoring, collection of various statistical
information, and the like, in addition to making settings
on each apparatus. The access GW 112 is a control ap-
paratus performing control for communication terminals
to receive mobile services via the access functions, in-
cluding authentication, inter-access-function handover,
and the like. Note that the access GW 112 corresponds
to a MME in LTE system.
[0052] The access GW 113 is an access gateway ap-
paratus that provides a bearer, which is a communication
path for a communication terminal to perform data com-
munication, and builds tunnels for forwarding packets
with the access function sections 103 to 106 and with the
mobile anchor function section 114 to provide a bearer.
Note that the access GW 113 corresponds to a Serving
GW in LTE system.
[0053] The mobile anchor function section 114 is a mo-
bile anchor apparatus that terminates a bearer, which is

a communication path for a communication terminal to
perform packet communication, and builds a tunnel for
forwarding packets with the access GW 113 to provide
a bearer. Note that the mobile anchor function section
114 corresponds to a PDN GW in LTE system.
[0054] Moreover, the backhaul network 200 includes
a packet forward function management section 201 and
a plurality of packet forward sections 202 to 205. The
packet forward function management section 201 is an
apparatus that manages the packet forward sections
within the backhaul network 200 and, for each packet
forward section, performs setting of packet forwarding
routes, settings for priority control based on QoS infor-
mation set in the header of a data packet, monitoring of
states such as alive monitoring, collection of various sta-
tistical information, and the like.
[0055] Each of the packet forward sections 202 to 205,
when receiving a packet, retrieves a packet forward rule
that has a matching key matching the received packet
from a packet forward rule table, which stores packet
forward rules, and performs processing (e.g., forwarding
to a specified port, flooding, discarding, and the like) ac-
cording to an action associated with that packet forward
rule. Details of the control apparatus 50 will be described
later.
[0056] FIG. 13 shows an example of the packet forward
rule table. The packet forward rule table includes, for ex-
ample, source address, destination address, DSCP field,
and operation rule. A packet forward section identifies a
received packet based on the source address, the des-
tination address, and a value in the DSCP field of the
received packet. That is, in the example of FIG. 13,
source address, destination address, and DSCP field
serve as criteria for identifying a received packet. The
packet forward section, when the received packet meets
the condition of an entry within the table, performs
processing of the received packet according to the op-
eration rule corresponding to that condition. For instance,
in the case where the received packet meets the first
entry of the table as shown in Fig. 13, the packet forward
section forwards the packet from the port (1).

3.2) Control apparatus

[0057] Referring to FIG. 14, the control apparatus 50
is configured by including a node communication section
501, a control message processing section 502, a route
and action calculation section 503, a packet forward func-
tion management section 504, a topology management
section 505, a node location information management
section 506, a packet forward rule management section
507A, a packet forward rule database 507B, a logical
path management section 508, and a packet forward rule
statistical information management section 509. These
individually operate as follows.
[0058] The node communication section 501 commu-
nicates with the access function sections 103 to 106, ac-
cess GW 113, mobile anchor function section 114, and
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packet forward sections 202 to 205. The control message
processing section 502 analyzes a control message re-
ceived via the node communication section 501 and de-
livers control message information to relevant processing
means within the control apparatus 50.
[0059] The route and action calculation section 503
calculates an action to be executed by a packet forward
section on a packet forwarding route, based on the loca-
tion information of a terminal, which is managed by the
node location information management section 506, and
topology information, which is configured by the topology
management section 505. Moreover, when an update is
made to associations between QoS information associ-
ated with higher-level logical path and QoS information
associated with lower-level logical path, which are man-
aged by the logical path management section 508, the
route and action calculation section 503 notifies the as-
sociation update to the access function sections 103 and
104, access GW 113, and mobile anchor function 114.
[0060] The packet forward function management sec-
tion 504 manages capabilities (e.g., the number and
types of ports, the types of supported actions, and the
like) of the packet forward sections controlled by the con-
trol apparatus 50. The topology management section 505
configures network topology information, based on the
connection relations among the packet forward sections,
which are collected via the node communication section
501.
[0061] The node location information management
section 506 manages information for locating a node con-
nected to the backhaul network 200. Nodes managed by
the node location information management section 506
include the access function sections 103 to 106, access
GW 112 and access GW 113, and the like, which are
connected to the backhaul network 200. In the present
exemplary embodiment, it is assumed that a MAC ad-
dress is used as information for identifying the connecting
point of a node to the backhaul network 200, and infor-
mation for identifying a packet forward section (e.g., the
ID of a packet forward section) to which the node is con-
nected and its port information are used as information
for locating the node. However, it is also possible to use
other information.
[0062] The packet forward rule management section
507A manages what packet forward rule is set in which
packet forward section. Specifically, a result of calcula-
tion by the route and action calculation section 503 is
registered as a packet forward rule in the packet forward
rule database 507B, and the packet forward rule is set
in a packet forward section. Moreover, registered infor-
mation in the packet forward rule DB 507B is updated
also when any change occurs to a packet forward rule
set in a packet forward section due to a packet forward
rule deletion notice or the like from the packet forward
section.
[0063] As illustrated in FIG. 15, the logical path man-
agement section 508 manages information concerning
logical paths built in the mobile system 100 and, specif-

ically, includes a logical path termination section man-
agement section 5080, a logical path QoS information
management section 5081, and a logical path statistical
information management section 5082.
[0064] The logical path termination section manage-
ment section 5080 is a function of managing nodes that
terminate logical paths, such as the access function sec-
tions and access GW 113, and includes the IP addresses
of the nodes in the present exemplary embodiment.
[0065] The logical path QoS information management
section 5081 manages associations between QoS infor-
mation associated with higher-level logical path and QoS
information associated with lower-level logical path. FIG.
16 shows an example of the information retained by the
logical path QoS information management section.
[0066] Referring to FIG. 16, it is understood that the
logical path QoS information management section 5081
manages higher-level logical path QoS information and
lower-level logical path QoS information by associating
them with traffic priorities. The higher-level logical path
QoS information is QoS information associated with a
logical path such as a bearer. The lower-level logical path
QoS information is QoS information that is used for mark-
ing a field identifiable to the packet forward sections when
a node terminating a logical path such as a bearer for-
wards a data packet after associating it with the logical
path. In the present exemplary embodiment, the higher-
level logical path QoS information and the lower-level
logical path QoS information are assumed to be, but are
not limited to, QCI and DSCP, respectively. As other ex-
amples of QoS information, APN (Access Point Name)
and VLAN PCP (Virtual Local Area Network Priority Code
Point), or the like, can be used for the higher-level logical
path QoS information and the lower-level logical path
QoS information, respectively. Note that the information
sets retained by the logical path QoS information man-
agement section shown in FIG. 16 are an example, and
information sets are not limited to these.
[0067] The logical path statistical information manage-
ment section 5082 is a function of managing statistical
information associated with logical paths such as bear-
ers. FIG. 17 shows an example of information retained
by the logical path statistical information management
section.
[0068] Referring to FIG. 17, the logical path statistical
information management section 5082 manages source
terminal and destination terminal that terminate a lower-
level logical path, QCI, maximum throughput, and
throughput. Note that the information sets retained by
the logical path statistical information management sec-
tion shown in FIG. 17 are an example, and information
sets are not limited to these.
[0069] Referring back to FIG. 14, the packet forward
rule statistical information management section 509
manages statistical information associated with packet
forward rules that are set in the packet forward functions.
FIG. 18 shows an example of information retained by the
packet forward rule statistical information management
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section 509.
[0070] Referring to FIG. 18, source terminal and des-
tination terminal that terminate a lower-level logical path,
DSCP, which is lower-level logical path QoS information,
and throughput are managed. Note that the information
sets retained by the packet forward rule statistical infor-
mation management section 509 shown in FIG. 18 are
an example, and information sets are not limited to these.
[0071] Note that in the above-described configuration,
it is possible to omit the packet forward rule DB 507B if
it is not necessary to store packet forward rules at the
control apparatus 50. Moreover, it is also possible to em-
ploy a configuration in which the packet forward rule DB
507B is separately provided to an external server or the
like. Furthermore, it is also possible to implement the
control apparatus 50 with a configuration based on an
OpenFlow controller to which the above-described logi-
cal path management section 508 is added.

3.3) Operations

[0072] Next, operations in the present exemplary em-
bodiment will be described in detail with reference to
FIGS. 19 to 24.

<Before control policy change>

[0073] First, FIG. 19 shows the communication states
of the communication terminals 41 to 44 before a change
is made in the association between QoS information as-
sociated with higher-level logical path and QoS informa-
tion associated with lower-level logical path. However,
FIG. 19 shows sequences between the communication
terminals and the access GW 113 in order to facilitate
the understanding of the points of the present exemplary
embodiment, but the system shown in FIG. 12 is used in
actuality. Moreover, it is assumed that marking of QoS
information associated with lower-level logical path is
performed by the access function sections 103 to 106
and access GW 113 when a data packet is forwarded,
which is not explicitly shown in FIG. 19. Note that "mark-
ing" means, for example, to give QoS information (e.g.,
DSCP) to the header (outer header) that is given to a
packet in order to create a tunnel.
[0074] Each communication terminal performs com-
munication by using a single logical path. The commu-
nication terminal 41 performs communication by using a
logical path of QCI "1" via the access function section
103. The communication terminal 42 performs commu-
nication by using a logical path of QCI "5" via the access
function section 104. The communication terminal 43
performs communication by using a logical path of QCI
"4" via the access function section 105. The communi-
cation terminal 44 performs communication by using a
logical path of QCI "9" via the access function section
106.
[0075] Next, routes over the backhaul network 200 of
data packets passing along the logical paths will be de-

scribed. Two logical paths traveling between the access
function section 103 and the access GW 113 and be-
tween the access function section 104 and the access
GW 113 both pass along a route via the packet forward
sections 202, 203 and 204. On the other hand, two logical
paths traveling between the access function section 105
and the access GW 113 and between the access function
section 106 and the access GW 113 both pass along a
route via the packet forward functions 202, 205 and 204.
[0076] Next, a description will be given of marking of
QoS information associated with lower-level logical path
performed by the access function sections 103 to 106
and access GW 113 when a data packet is forwarded.
In the communication states shown in FIG. 19, it is as-
sumed that marking is performed by using the associa-
tions shown in FIG. 16. That is, of the logical paths shown
in FIG. 19, the logical paths of QCI "1" and "4" use EF
(101110) for a DSCP value, and the logical paths of QCI
"5" and "9" use BE (000000) for a DSCP value. Note that
it is assumed that a packet forward rule to preferentially
control packets with a DSCP value of EF (101110) rather
than packets with a DSCP value of BE (000000) has been
set in the packet forward sections in the backhaul network
200 by the control apparatus 50.
[0077] Lastly, the statistical information managed by
the control apparatus 50 will be described. Note that al-
though logical paths of QCI "1", "5", "4", and "9" require
80 Mbps, 40 Mbps, 40 Mbps, and 80 Mbps, respectively,
as respective desired throughputs of the logical paths in
the present exemplary embodiment, it is assumed that
the packet forward sections 203 and 205 have a link rate
of 100 Mbps. Logical paths whose respective desired
bandwidths are 80 Mbps, 40 Mbps, 40 Mbps, and 80
Mbps are built over 100-Mbps links. Accordingly, it is con-
ceivable that the desired bandwidths cannot be achieved
in part of the logical paths. Note that it is assumed that
flooded traffic on a lower-priority logical path is discarded
at a packet forward section on the route. First, FIG. 17
shows statistical information associated with logical
paths such as bearers, which is managed by the logical
path management section 508. Referring to FIG. 17, it
can be understood that the throughputs of the lower-traf-
fic-priority logical paths of QCI "5" and "9" are lower than
their maximum throughputs and packets are therefore
discarded.
[0078] Next, FIG. 18 shows statistical information as-
sociated with packet forward rules set in the packet for-
ward sections, which is managed by the packet forward
rule statistical information management section 509. Re-
ferring to FIG. 18, throughputs associated with the indi-
vidual packet forward rules are indicated. In the present
exemplary embodiment, since the granularity of logical
paths and the granularity of packet forward rules are at
similar levels, respective statistical information entries
make one-to-one correspondences, but entries do not
necessarily need to make one-to-one correspondences.
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<Control policy change>

[0079] Next, a description will be given of a procedure
in a case where the control apparatus 50 makes a change
in the association between QoS information associated
with higher-level logical path and QoS information asso-
ciated with lower-level logical path, which are managed
by the control apparatus 50, while the communication
terminals 41 to 44 are performing communication in the
communication system 1 shown in FIG. 12.
[0080] Referring to FIG. 20, the control apparatus 50,
for example, periodically collects traffic statistical infor-
mation at the granularity level of bearer and at the gran-
ularity level of packet forward rule (Operations S401 and
S402). The statistical information at the granularity level
of bearer is collected from the access function sections
103 to 106, access GW 113, and mobile anchor function
section 114 and is managed, for example, in the form as
shown in FIG. 17. The statistical information at the gran-
ularity level of packet forward rule is collected from the
packet forward functions and is managed, for example,
in the form as shown in FIG. 18.
[0081] The control apparatus 50, for example, refers
to the collected statistical information and determines
whether or not a change in the control policy is needed
(Operation S403). For example, the control apparatus 50
refers to the statistical information and determines the
state of the network (for example, whether or not con-
gestion has occurred). For example, if congestion has
occurred, the control apparatus 50 makes a change in
the control policy so that QoS information (e.g., DSCP)
corresponding to the QCI of a bearer suffering the con-
gestion will have a value of higher priority. The change
in the control policy causes a change in the association
between QoS information (e.g., QCI) associated with
higher-level logical path and QoS information (e.g.,
DSCP) associated with lower-level logical path. Moreo-
ver, it is also possible that the control apparatus 50 refers
to statistical information that is collected after the change
has been made in the control policy to check whether or
not the congestion has been cleared. If the congestion
has been cleared, the control apparatus 50, for example,
returns the control policy to the contents before the
change was made.
[0082] The above-described example illustrates that
the control apparatus 50 makes a change in the control
policy based on statistical information collected. Howev-
er, a trigger for control policy change is not limited to the
above-described example. For example, examples of a
trigger for control policy change include the followings:

(A) Addition of a new service (addition of a new QCI
value);
(B) Closing of an existing service (deletion of an ex-
isting QCI);
(C) Change of communication apparatus facilities
(change of the type of QoS information); and
(D) Change in service priorities (change of a QCI-

DSCP association).

[0083] The above-mentioned example (A) is an exam-
ple in a case where a new communication service (e.g.,
communication for television conference) becomes
available in the communication system and a new QCI
value is assigned to a bearer belonging to this service.
For example, it is assumed that a QCI value of "4" is
assigned to a new service. In this case, the control ap-
paratus 50 notifies the QCI assigned to the new service
(QCI: "4") and QoS information corresponding this QCI
(e.g., DSCP value: "EF") to the access function sections
103 to 106, access GW 113, and mobile anchor function
section 114.
[0084] The above-mentioned example (B) is an exam-
ple in a case where a QCI becomes disused due to clos-
ing of a communication service (e.g., communication for
television conference) or the like. For example, assuming
that a QCI value corresponding to a closed communica-
tion service is "4", the control apparatus 50 notifies the
access function sections 103 to 106, access GW 113,
and mobile anchor function section 114 that a QCI value
of "4" and QoS information corresponding this QCI (e.g.,
DSCP value: "EF") are deleted from the control policies.
[0085] The above-mentioned example (C) is an exam-
ple in a case where a network operator replaces the pack-
et forward sections in the backhaul network 200 with new
apparatuses. For example, it is conceivable that due to
apparatus replacement, QoS information that can be
used by packet forward sections before replacement can-
not be used by new packet forward sections. For exam-
ple, it is conceivable that the packet forward sections
before replacement were able to use DSCP for QoS in-
formation, but the new packet forward sections cannot
use DSCP. It is assumed that the new packet forward
sections can use VLAN PCP. In this case, the control
apparatus 50 changes QoS information corresponding
to individual QCI values to VLAN PCP that can be used
by the new packet forward sections. The control appa-
ratus 50 determines VLAN PCP values corresponding to
the individual QCI values and generates a new control
policy. The control apparatus 50 notifies the generated
control policy to the access function sections 103 to 106,
access GW 113, and mobile anchor function section 114.
[0086] The above-mentioned example (D) is an exam-
ple in a case where a network operator changes the pri-
ority of a communication service corresponding to QCI.
For example, it is assumed that a network operator in-
creases the priority of video streaming. For example, in
response to the fact that the network operator has
changed the priority, the control apparatus 50 changes
a DSCP value corresponding to the QCI of video stream-
ing (e.g., QCI "5") from BE to EF to increase the priority
of video streaming. The control apparatus 50 notifies the
access function sections 103 to 106, access GW 113,
and mobile anchor function section 114 that a change is
made in the control policy in accordance with the change
of the DSCP value.
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[0087] The control apparatus 50, when detecting a trig-
ger for control policy change, refers to an IP address list
retained by the logical path termination section manage-
ment section in the logical path management section 508
and notifies an update of the QoS information association
to the access function sections 103 to 106, access GW
113, and mobile anchor function section 114 (Operation
S404).
[0088] It is assumed that the update of the QoS infor-
mation association is made so that the priority of traffic
over a logical path of QCI "4" will be lowered, while the
priority of traffic over a logical path of QCI "5" will be
heightened. FIG. 21 shows the association between QoS
information associated with higher-level logical path and
QoS information associated with lower-level logical path
after the change has been made.
[0089] Subsequently, the control apparatus 50 checks
the state of traffic after the change has been made in the
QoS information association, by using the management
information shown in FIGS. 17, 18, and 21. As a result,
it is found that data packets with higher traffic priority are
lost in the backhaul network 200 because the routes of
two higher-traffic-priority logical paths between the ac-
cess function section 103 and the access GW 113 and
between the access function section 104 and the access
GW 113 are overlapped. Accordingly, the control appa-
ratus 50 recalculates routes within the backhaul network
200 for the logical paths to travel along. As a result, it is
determined to change the route of the logical path of QCI
"5" traveling between the access function section 104
and the access GW 113 and the route of the logical path
of QCI "4" traveling between the access function section
105 and the access GW 113. Specifically, routes are se-
lected such that the logical path of QCI "5" traveling be-
tween the access function section 104 and the access
GW 113 will travel along a route via the packet forward
sections 202, 205 and 204, and the logical path of QCI
"4" traveling between the access function section 105
and the access GW 113 will travel along a route via the
packet forward functions 202, 203 and 204.
[0090] The control apparatus 50 sends a route change
command to the packet forward sections 202 to 205 to
reflect the results of route recalculation (Operation S405
in FIG. 20).
[0091] FIGS. 22 to 24 show the communication states
of the communication terminals 41 and 42 and various
statistical information results after the routes have been
changed. It is understood from them that data packets
with higher traffic priority can maintain desired through-
puts even after the change has been made in the asso-
ciation between QoS information associated with higher-
level logical path and QoS information associated with
lower-level logical path.
[0092] In the present exemplary embodiment, a de-
scription is given of a case where the control apparatus
50 directly controls nodes such as the access function
sections, access GW (U-plane), and packet forward sec-
tions. However, the control apparatus 50 may indirectly

control them. Indirect control may be the control per-
formed via an apparatus equivalent to EMS or NMS, such
as the access function management section 102 or the
core function management section 111. Moreover, the
access function management section 102 or the core
function management section 111 corresponding to EMS
or NMS may include the functionality of the control ap-
paratus 50.
[0093] Furthermore, the above-described functions of
the control apparatus 50 may be implemented all within
a single physical apparatus, or may be implemented in
a divided manner on a plurality of physical apparatuses.

3.4) Effects

[0094] As described above, according to the third ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention, associa-
tion between QoS information associated with higher-
level logical path and QoS information associated with
lower-level logical path and path control in a backhaul
network are managed by a control apparatus in a cen-
tralized manner. Accordingly, it is possible to dynamically
change the priorities of data packets being communicat-
ed.

4. Fourth exemplary embodiment

[0095] According to the above-described exemplary
embodiments, it is illustrated that the control apparatus
50 instructs apparatuses serving as the endpoints of a
bearer (the communication apparatuses 10 and 20, ac-
cess function sections, access GW, mobile anchor func-
tion sections, and the like) to make a change in the control
policy. In contrast, according to a fourth exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention, the control apparatus
50 instructs a node different from the apparatuses serv-
ing as the endpoints of a bearer to make a change in the
control policy. The node which is instructed to make a
change in the control policy gives QoS information to the
outer header of a packet in accordance with the changed
control policy. Accordingly, apparatuses serving as the
endpoints of a bearer do not need to have an interface
function or the like for receiving a control policy change
command from the control apparatus 50.
[0096] Employment of the architecture according to the
fourth exemplary embodiment enables a network oper-
ator to avoid adding a function of interfacing with the con-
trol apparatus 50 by change, modification and the like of
existing apparatuses serving as the endpoints of a bear-
er. That is, a network operator can take advantages of
the present invention while using existing apparatuses
in its communication systems as they are. A network op-
erator can dynamically change QoS information by de-
ploying a node having a function of interfacing with the
control apparatus 50 in part of its communication system.
[0097] FIG. 25 shows an example of the system archi-
tecture according to the fourth exemplary embodiment.
For example, the control apparatus 50 instructs a node
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1140 deployed in the core system 110 and the packet
forward sections in the backhaul network 200 to make a
change in the control policy. The node 1140 and packet
forward sections each have a function of giving QoS in-
formation to the outer header (e.g., the function illustrated
in FIG. 3) in accordance with an instruction from the con-
trol apparatus 50. This function does not need to be pro-
vided to all packet forward sections in the backhaul net-
work 200 and all nodes 1140 in the core system 110, but
it is sufficient that some packet forward sections and
nodes 1140 include this function.
[0098] As shown in an example of FIG. 26, the control
apparatus 50 may instruct the node 1140 and packet
forward sections to be provided with policies different
from the control policies retained by apparatuses serving
as the endpoints of a bearer. For example, a packet for-
ward section having a function of performing QoS control
in accordance with control policy notified from the control
apparatus 50 is deployed at an edge where the backhaul
network 200 and the core system are connected. More-
over, in a network of the core system 110, for example,
the node 1140 is deployed at an edge that is a connection
point with the mobile anchor function section 114.
[0099] In the example of FIG. 26, it is assumed that
control policy was set in the mobile anchor function sec-
tion 114, for example, at the time of construction of the
communication system or the like. The mobile anchor
function section 114 identifies a received data packet and
determines that it has the attribute of a QCI value of "9".
The mobile anchor function section 114 gives a DSCP
corresponding the QCI to the outer header of this data
packet in accordance with the control policy. In the case
of FIG. 26, since the QCI value is "9", a DSCP value of
"BE" is given to the outer header.
[0100] The control apparatus 50 notifies the control
policy to the node 1140. The control policy notified from
the control apparatus 50 includes an additional criterion
as a rule for identifying a control target, in addition to
DSCP, which is QoS information. That is, even if packets
have the same DSCP value, different DSCPs may be
newly given to the outer headers of the packets. In the
example of FIG. 26, the additional criterion is the desti-
nation address of a packet. In the example of FIG. 26,
since the destination address of the data packet is "A",
the node 1140, in accordance with the control policy,
changes the DSCP value ("BE") given in the outer header
to a value according to the additional criterion ("AF11").
[0101] QoS information is controlled as in FIG. 26,
whereby it is possible to achieve finer QoS control than
control based on QCI values corresponding to the at-
tributes of logical paths to which packets belong.
[0102] FIG. 27 shows another example of the architec-
ture according to the fourth exemplary embodiment. An
IPsec GW 1141 is deployed in a mobile communication
system to encrypt communications in some cases, as
shown in the example of FIG. 27. If a communication is
encrypted by the IPsec GW 1141, a node 1140 cannot
read information in fields other than the outer header of

a packet, possibly resulting in the node 1140 being un-
able to identify a bearer. If the node 1140 or a packet
forward section cannot identify a bearer, QoS control
possibly cannot be performed in accordance with the
control policy.
[0103] Accordingly, in a case where the IPsec GW
1141 is deployed, the node 1140 is deployed at a location
where the effect of communication encryption by the
IPsec GW 1141 can be avoided, as in the example of
FIG. 27, whereby it is possible to perform the QoS control
of the present invention even in a system in which the
IPsec GW 1141 exists. Note that in a case where the
IPsec GW 1141 encrypts a packet, QoS information giv-
en by the node 1140 is carried on as QoS information
used in the outer header after encryption.
[0104] For example, the node 1140 is deployed at a
location where it is possible to perform QoS control in
accordance with the control policy before encryption is
carried out by the IPsec GW 1141. For example, the node
1140 is deployed in a network between the mobile anchor
function section 114 and the IPsec GW 1141. In the net-
work between the mobile anchor function section 114
and the IPsec GW 1141, for example, the node 1140 is
deployed at the edge where this network and the mobile
anchor function section 114 are connected. The node
1140, in accordance with an instruction from the control
apparatus 50, gives QoS information to a packet and
forwards the packet to the IPsec GW 1141. However, a
location where the node 1140 is deployed is not limited
to such an edge of the network. The node 1140 may be
deployed any location in the network between the mobile
anchor function section 114 and the IPsec GW 1141.
[0105] Note that the configuration of the node 1140 is
similar to the configuration of the communication appa-
ratus illustrated in FIG. 3, and a detailed description
thereof will be omitted.

5. Examples

[0106] Hereinafter, specific examples of application of
the above-described third exemplary embodiment (FIG.
12) will be provided. Blocks having functions similar to
those of the constituent blocks shown in FIG. 12 are given
the same reference signs, and a detailed description
thereof will be omitted. Note that reference sign corre-
spondences between the third exemplary embodiment
(FIG. 12) and the examples are shown in FIG. 32.

5.1) First example (EPS: Evolved Packet System)

[0107] Referring to FIG. 28, an EPS system according
to a first example of the present invention includes a com-
munication system 1, an Internet 40 as an external net-
work, and communication terminals 41 and 42, wherein
the communication system 1 includes a mobile system
100 and a backhaul network 200, wherein the mobile
system 100 includes an EUTRAN 101, which is an access
system, and an EPC 110, which is a core system. The
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functionality of the control apparatus 50 in the third ex-
emplary embodiment shown in FIG. 12 is included in an
EMS (Element Management System) 111 within the EPC
110 in the present example.
[0108] The EUTRAN 101 is a radio access network
that provides the communication terminals with connec-
tivity to the communication system 1 by using an LTE
radio access scheme, and includes an EMS 102 and
eNBs 103 and 104. The EMS 102 is an apparatus man-
aging the eNBs and performs monitoring of eNB states
such as alive monitoring, collection of various statistical
information, and the like, in addition to making various
settings on the eNBs, including center frequency, radio
wave strength, cell information, and the like. The eNBs
103 and 104 are radio access apparatuses that provide
the communication terminals with connectivity to the
communication system 1 by using LTE.
[0109] The EPC 110 is a core network that provides a
communication terminal having accessed the communi-
cation system 1 via the EUTRAN 110 with connectivity
to the Internet 4 and includes the EMS 11, a MME 112,
a Serving GW 113, and a PDN GW 114.
[0110] The EMS 111 is an apparatus managing the
apparatuses within the EPC 110 and performs monitoring
of their states such as alive monitoring, collection of var-
ious statistical information, and the like, in addition to
making settings on the apparatuses. Moreover, the EMS
111 in the present example incorporates a functional con-
figuration equivalent to that of the control apparatus 50
shown in FIG. 4 and performs control policy management
as described already.
[0111] The MME 112 is a control apparatus performing
control for the communication terminals to receive mobile
services via the eNBs, such as authentication and inter-
eNB handover. The Serving GW 113 is an access GW
that provides a bearer, which is a communication path
for a communication terminal to perform data communi-
cation, and builds a tunnel for forwarding packets with
each of the eNBs and PDN GW to provide a bearer. The
PDN GW 114 is a mobile anchor apparatus that termi-
nates a bearer, which is a communication path for a com-
munication terminal to perform packet communication,
and builds a tunnel for forwarding packets with the Serv-
ing GW 113 to provide a bearer.
[0112] The backhaul network 200 includes an EMS
201 and network apparatuses 202 to 205. The EMS 201
is an apparatus managing the network apparatuses with-
in the backhaul network 200 and, for each network ap-
paratus, performs setting of packet forwarding routes,
settings for priority control based on QoS information set
in the header of a data packet, monitoring of states such
as alive monitoring, collection of various statistical infor-
mation, and the like. The network apparatuses 202 to
205 perform data packet forward processing and priority
control processing based on the contents of settings
made by the EMS 111.
[0113] According to the first example of the present
invention, the EMS 111 within the EPC 110 has the same

functionality as the control apparatus 50 of the third ex-
emplary embodiment. Accordingly, when a change is
made in the control policy, the EMS 111 generates a
control policy change message and sends it to each of
the eNBs, Serving GW 113, PDN GW 114, and EMS 201.
Each of the eNBs, Serving GW 113, and PDN GW 114
having received the control policy change message
changes the control policy and gives QoS information
according to the changed control policy to the additional
header of a packet. The EMS 201 in the backhaul network
200, for each network apparatus, performs setting of
packet forwarding routes and settings for priority control
based on QoS information set in the header of a data
packet. Each network apparatus performs data packet
forward processing and priority control processing based
on the contents of settings made by the EMS 111. Note
that it is also possible that control policy management for
the eNBs is performed by a SON (Self Organizing Net-
work) server connected to the eNBs.

5.2) Second example (GPRS: General Packet Radio 
Service)

[0114] Referring to FIG. 29, a mobile system 100 in a
GPRS system according to a second example of the
present invention includes a UTRAN 101, which is an
access system, and a GPRS Core 110, which is a core
system. The functionality of the control apparatus 50 in
the third exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 12 is in-
cluded in an EMS 111 within the GPRS Core 110 in the
present example.
[0115] The UTRAN 101 includes an EMS 102, which
is an access function management section, and NodeBs
103 and 104, which are access function sections, while
the GPRS Core 110 includes the EMS 111, which is a
core function management section, SGSNs (Serving
GPRS Support Nodes) 112 and 113, which correspond
to access GWs, and a GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support
Node) 114, which corresponds to a mobile anchor func-
tion section. A mobilehaul network 200 is similar to that
of the first example, and therefore a description thereof
will be omitted.

5.3) Third example (3GPP2 cdma 1X/EVDO)

[0116] Referring to FIG. 30, a mobile system 100 in a
3GPP2 cdma 1X/EVDO system according to a third ex-
ample of the present invention includes an APN (Access
Provider Network), which includes an access system
101, and a 3GPP2 Core 110, which is a core system.
The functionality of the control apparatus 50 in the third
exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 12 is included in
an EMS 111 within the 3GPP2 Core 110 in the present
example.
[0117] The APN includes: an EMS 102, which is an
access function management section; an access system
101, which includes BTSs (Base Transceiver Stations)
103 and 104, which are access function sections, and a
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BSC (Base Station Controller)/RNC (Radio Network
Controller), which is a base station control section; and
PDSNs (Packet Data Serving Nodes) 112 and 113, which
correspond to access gateway apparatuses. The 3GPP2
Core 110 includes the EMS 111, which is a core function
management section, and a HA (Home Agent) 114,
which corresponds to a mobile anchor function section.
A mobile haul network 200 is similar to that of the first
example, and therefore a description thereof will be omit-
ted.

5.4) Fourth example (WiMAX: Worldwide Interoperability 
for Microwave Access)

[0118] Referring to FIG. 31, a mobile system 100 in a
WiMAX system according to a fourth example of the
present invention includes an ASN (Access Service Net-
work), which includes an access system 101, and a CSN
(Connectivity Service Network) 110, which is a core sys-
tem. The functionality of the control apparatus 50 in the
third exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 12 is included
in an EMS 111 within the CSN 110 in the present exam-
ple.
[0119] The ASN includes: an EMS 102, which is an
access function management section; an access system
101, which includes BSs (Base Stations) 103 and 104,
which are access function sections; and ASN-GWs (ASN
Gateways) 112 and 113, which correspond to access
gateway apparatuses. The CSN 110 includes the EMS
111, which is a core function management section, and
a HA (Home Agent) 114, which corresponds to a mobile
anchor function section. A mobile haul network 200 is
similar to that of the first example, and therefore a de-
scription thereof will be omitted.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0120] The present invention is applicable to commu-
nication systems in which a logical path such as an EMS
bearer is created to perform transmission and reception
of packets.

[Reference Signs List]

[0121]

1 Communication system
10 Communication apparatus
10a Radio terminal
10b Radio base station
11 Control policy storage section
12 Control section
20 Communication apparatus
20a Access gateway apparatus
20b Mobile anchor gateway apparatus
30 Logical path
40 External network
41, 42 Communication terminal

50 Control apparatus
51 Management information storage section
52 Control policy management section
53 Control section
54 Communication section
100 Mobile system
101 Access system
102 Access function management section
103 Access function section
104 Access function section
110 Core system
111 Core function management section
112 Access GW (C-plane)
112 Access GW (U-plane)
114 Mobile anchor function section
200 Backhaul network
201 Packet forward function management section
202-205 Packet forward section
501 Node communication section
502 Control message processing section
503 Route and action calculation section
504 Packet forward function management section
505 Topology management section
506 Communication terminal location management
section
507A Packet forward rule management section
507B Packet forward rule database (DB)
508 Logical path management section

Claims

1. A communication system which establishes a logical
path over a network to perform communication,
characterized by comprising:

a control apparatus that retains a policy indicat-
ing an association between the logical path and
service quality information; and
a communication apparatus that provide a pack-
et with the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path to which the packet
belongs in accordance with a control message
sent from the control apparatus.

2. The communication system according to claim 1,
characterized in that the control apparatus chang-
es the service quality information corresponding to
the logical path and notifies the communication ap-
paratus by using the control message that the policy
has been changed.

3. The communication system according to claim 1 or
2, characterized in that the control apparatus
changes the policy so that a plurality of pieces of
service quality information correspond to the logical
path, and notifies the communication apparatus by
using the control message that the policy has been
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changed.

4. The communication system according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, characterized in that the control ap-
paratus notifies the communication apparatus of the
policy including a criterion for identifying the logical
path and an instruction to give the service quality
information corresponding to the logical path to a
packet that agrees with the criterion.

5. The communication system according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, characterized in that when the asso-
ciation between the logical path and the service qual-
ity information is updated, the control apparatus
changes the policy used by the communication ap-
paratus so as to reflect the update.

6. The communication system according to any one of
claims 1 to 5, characterized in that the control ap-
paratus, in response to an occurrence of congestion
in the network, changes the service quality informa-
tion corresponding to the logical path and notifies
the communication apparatus by using the control
message that the policy has been changed.

7. The communication system according to any one of
claims 1 to 5, characterized in that the control ap-
paratus, in response to a change of the service qual-
ity information identifiable within the network, chang-
es the service quality information corresponding to
the logical path and notifies the communication ap-
paratus by using the control message that the policy
has been changed.

8.  The communication system according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, characterized in that the control
apparatus, in response to a change of the service
quality information identifiable to a node that for-
wards packets in the network, changes the service
quality information corresponding to the logical path
and notifies the communication apparatus by using
the control message that the policy has been
changed.

9. A control apparatus in a communication system in
which a logical path is established over a network to
perform communication, characterized by compris-
ing:

storage means that retains a policy indicating
an association between the logical path and
service quality information; and
control means that sends a control message to
a communication apparatus that establishes the
logical path, wherein the control message in-
structs the communication apparatus to provide
a packet with the service quality information cor-
responding to the logical path to which a packet

belongs in accordance with the policy.

10. The control apparatus according to claim 9, charac-
terized in that the control means changes the serv-
ice quality information corresponding to the logical
path and notifies the communication apparatus by
using the control message that the policy has been
changed.

11. The control apparatus according to claim 9 or 10,
characterized in that the control means changes
the policy so that a plurality of pieces of service qual-
ity information correspond to the logical path, and
notifies the communication apparatus by using the
control message that the policy has been changed.

12. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
9 to 11, characterized in that the control means
notifies the communication apparatus of the policy
including a criterion for identifying the logical path
and an instruction to give the service quality infor-
mation corresponding to the logical path to a packet
that agrees with the criterion.

13. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
9 to 12, characterized in that when the association
between the logical path and the service quality in-
formation is updated, the control means changes the
policy used by the communication apparatus so as
to reflect the update.

14. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
9 to 13, characterized in that the control means, in
response to an occurrence of congestion in the net-
work, changes the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path and notifies the commu-
nication apparatus by using the control message that
the policy has been changed.

15. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
9 to 12, characterized in that the control means, in
response to a change of the service quality informa-
tion identifiable within the network, changes the serv-
ice quality information corresponding to the logical
path and notifies the communication apparatus by
using the control message that the policy has been
changed.

16. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
9 to 12, characterized in that the control means, in
response to a change of the service quality informa-
tion identifiable to a node that forwards packets in
the network, changes the service quality information
corresponding to the logical path and notifies the
communication apparatus by using the control mes-
sage that the policy has been changed.

17. A communication apparatus in a communication
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system in which a logical path is established over a
network to perform communication, characterized
by comprising:

first means that receives a control message from
a control apparatus that retains a policy indicat-
ing an association between the logical path and
service quality information; and
second means that provides a packet with the
service quality information corresponding to the
logical path to which a packet belongs in accord-
ance with the control message.

18. The communication apparatus according to claim
17, characterized in that the second means pro-
vides the packet with the service quality information
corresponding to the logical path to which the packet
belongs, in accordance with the control message
that is sent in response to a change of the service
quality information corresponding to the logical path.

19. The communication apparatus according to claim 17
or 18, characterized in that the first means receives
the control message indicating that the policy has
been changed so that a plurality of pieces of service
quality information correspond to the logical path,
and selects the service information to be given to a
packet from among the plurality of pieces of service
quality information corresponding to the logical path
to which the packet belongs.

20. The communication apparatus according to any one
of claims 17 to 19, characterized in that the first
means receives the control message including a cri-
terion for identifying the logical path and an instruc-
tion to give the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path to a packet that agrees
with the criterion.

21. The communication apparatus according to any one
of claims 17 to 19, characterized in that the first
means receives the control message from the control
apparatus that has changed the association be-
tween the logical path and the service quality infor-
mation in response to an occurrence of congestion
in the network, wherein the control message indi-
cates this change.

22. The communication apparatus according to any one
of claims 17 to 19, characterized in that the first
means receives the control message from the control
apparatus that has changed the association be-
tween the logical path and the service quality infor-
mation in response to a change of the service quality
information identifiable within the network, wherein
the control message indicates this change.

23. The communication apparatus according to any one

of claims 17 to 19, characterized in that the first
means receives the control message from the control
apparatus that has changed the association be-
tween the logical path and the service quality infor-
mation in response to a change of the service quality
information identifiable to a node that forwards pack-
ets in the network, wherein the control message in-
dicates this change.

24. A method for controlling service quality in a commu-
nication system in which a logical path is established
over a network to perform communication, charac-
terized by comprising:

retaining a policy indicating an association be-
tween the logical path and service quality infor-
mation; and
sending a control message to a communication
apparatus that establishes the logical path,
wherein the control message instructs the com-
munication apparatus to provide a packet with
the service quality information corresponding to
the logical path to which the packet belongs in
accordance with the control policy,.

25. The method for controlling service quality according
to claim 24, characterized by comprising:

changing the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path; and
notifying the communication apparatus by using
the control message that the policy has been
changed.

26. The method for controlling service quality according
to claim 24 or 25, characterized by comprising:

changing the policy so that a plurality of pieces
of service quality information correspond to the
logical path; and
notifying the communication apparatus by using
the control message that the policy has been
changed.

27. The method for controlling service quality according
to any one of claims 24 to 26, characterized by com-
prising:

notifying the communication apparatus of the
policy including a criterion for identifying the log-
ical path and an instruction to give the service
quality information corresponding to the logical
path to a packet that agrees with the criterion.

28. The method for controlling service quality according
to any one of claims 24 to 27, characterized by com-
prising:
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when the association between the logical path
and the service quality information is updated,
changing the policy used by the communication
apparatus so as to reflect the update.

29. The method for controlling service quality according
to any one of claims 24 to 28, characterized by com-
prising:

in response to an occurrence of congestion in
the network, changing the service quality infor-
mation corresponding to the logical path; and
notifying the communication apparatus by using
the control message that the policy has been
changed.

30. The method for controlling service quality according
to any one of claims 24 to 28, characterized by com-
prising:

in response to a change of the service quality
information identifiable within the network,
changing the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path; and
notifying the communication apparatus by using
the control message that the policy has been
changed.

31. The method for controlling service quality according
to any one of claims 24 to 28, characterized by com-
prising:

in response to a change of the service quality
information identifiable to a node that forwards
packets in the network, changing the service
quality information corresponding to the logical
path; and
notifying the communication apparatus by using
the control message that the policy has been
changed.

32. A control method for a communication apparatus in
a communication system in which a logical path is
established over a network to perform communica-
tion, characterized by comprising:

receiving a control message from a control ap-
paratus that retains a policy indicating an asso-
ciation between the logical path and service
quality information; and
providing a packet with the service quality infor-
mation corresponding to the logical path to
which the packet belongs in accordance with the
control message.

33. The control method according to claim 32, charac-
terized in that the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path to which the packet be-

longs is given to the packet in accordance with the
control message that is sent in response to a change
of the service quality information corresponding to
the logical path.

34. The control method according to claim 32 or 33,
characterized by comprising:

receiving the control message indicating that the
policy has been changed so that a plurality of
pieces of service quality information correspond
to the logical path;

and
selecting the service information to be given to a
packet from among the plurality of pieces of service
quality information corresponding to the logical path
to which the packet belongs.

35. The control method according to any one of claims
32 to 34, characterized by comprising:

receiving the control message including a crite-
rion for identifying the logical path and a com-
mand to give the service quality information cor-
responding to the logical path to a packet that
agrees with the criterion.

36. The control method according to any one of claims
32 to 35, characterized by comprising:

receiving the control message from the control
apparatus that has changed the association be-
tween the logical path and the service quality
information in response to an occurrence of con-
gestion in the network, wherein the control mes-
sage indicates this change.

37. The control method according to any one of claims
32 to 36, characterized by comprising:

receiving the control message from the control
apparatus that has changed the association be-
tween the logical path and the service quality
information in response to a change of the serv-
ice quality information identifiable within the net-
work, wherein the control message indicates
this change.

38. The control method according to any one of claims
32 to 37, characterized by comprising:

receiving the control message from the control
apparatus that has changed the association be-
tween the logical path and the service quality
information in response to a change of the serv-
ice quality information identifiable to a node that
forwards packets in the network, wherein the
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control message indicates this change.

39. A program, characterized by causing a control ap-
paratus in a communication system in which a logical
path is established over a network to perform com-
munication, to execute the processing of:

retaining a policy indicating an association be-
tween the logical path and service quality infor-
mation; and
sending a control message to a communication
apparatus that establishes the logical path,
wherein the control message instructs the com-
munication apparatus to provide a packet with
the service quality information corresponding to
the logical path to which the packet belongs in
accordance with the policy.

40. A program, characterized by causing a communi-
cation apparatus in a communication system in
which a logical path is established over a network to
perform communication, to execute the processing
of:

receiving a control message from a control ap-
paratus that retains a policy indicating an asso-
ciation between the logical path and service
quality information; and
providing a packet with the service quality infor-
mation corresponding to the logical path to
which the packet belongs in accordance with the
control message.

41. A control apparatus in a communication system in
which a logical path is established over a network to
perform communication, characterized by compris-
ing:

storage means that retains a policy indicating
an association between the logical path and
service quality information; and
control means that sends a control message to
a node that processes a packet forwarded from
a communication apparatus that establishes the
logical path, wherein the control message in-
structs the communication apparatus to provide
a packet with the service quality information cor-
responding to the logical path to which the pack-
et belongs in accordance with the policy.

42. The control apparatus according to claim 41, char-
acterized in that the control means changes the
service quality information corresponding to the log-
ical path and notifies the node by using the control
message that the policy has been changed.

43. The control apparatus according to claim 41 or 42,
characterized in that the control means changes

the policy so that a plurality of pieces of service qual-
ity information correspond to the logical path, and
notifies the node by using the control message that
the policy has been changed.

44. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
41 to 43, characterized in that the control means
notifies the node of the policy including a criterion
for identifying the logical path and an instruction to
give the service quality information corresponding to
the logical path to a packet that agrees with the cri-
terion.

45. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
41 to 44, characterized in that the control means
sends the control message to an edge node de-
ployed on a route along which the communication
apparatus forwards packets.

46. The control apparatus according to any one of claims
41 to 45, characterized in that the control means
sends the control message to a node that forwards
a packet forwarded from the communication appa-
ratus that establishes the logical path to an encryp-
tion apparatus that performs encryption processing
on the packet, wherein the control message instructs
the communication apparatus to provide a packet
with the service quality information corresponding to
the logical path to which the packet belongs in ac-
cordance with the policy.

47. A communication node in a communication system
in which a logical path is established over a network
to perform communication, characterized by com-
prising:

first means that receives a control message from
a control apparatus that retains a policy indicat-
ing an association between the logical path and
service quality information; and
second means that provides a packet forwarded
from a communication apparatus that establish-
es the logical path with the service quality infor-
mation corresponding to the logical path to
which the packet belongs, in accordance with
the control message.

48. The communication node according to claim 47,
characterized in that the second means provides
the packet with the service quality information cor-
responding to the logical path to which the packet
belongs, in accordance with the control message
that is sent in response to a change of the service
quality information corresponding to the logical path.

49. The communication node according to claim 47 or
48, characterized in that the first means receives
the control message indicating that the policy has
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been changed so that a plurality of pieces of service
quality information correspond to the logical path,
and
selects the service information to be given to a packet
from among the plurality of pieces of service quality
information corresponding to the logical path to
which the packet belongs.

50. The communication node according to any one of
claims 47 to 49, characterized in that the first
means receives the control message including a cri-
terion for identifying the logical path and an instruc-
tion to give the service quality information corre-
sponding to the logical path to a packet that agrees
with the criterion.

51. The communication node according to any one of
claims 47 to 50, characterized in that the commu-
nication node is deployed at edge part of a route
along which the communication apparatus forwards
packets.

52. The communication node according to any one of
claims 47 to 50, characterized in that the second
means gives the service information to a packet for-
warded from the communication apparatus that es-
tablishes the logical path, and forwards the packet
to an encryption apparatus that performs encryption
processing on the packet.
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